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We’ve Acquired Grabbys!





Heyyyyy Everyone,

We’re pretty happy to announce that our little ole’ blog has acquired a legend in the adult industry -> The Grabbys

Technically called the “Grabby Awards” (of which no one used the term), The Grabby’s were a one of a kind adult erotic video award show.

Specifically targeting the best gay erotic videos of each year, the award show was owned by Grab Magazine, which described itself as “Chicago’s premier LGBT publication”. 

We’re keeping the site here for safe keeping, hoping one day that The Grabby’s can be resurrected once again. 
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While you’re here, feel free to check out our reviews of some of the best sex toys available, as well as some great how-to guides. 

For example, we have a great guide on prostate milking tips, or a good overview on having pain-free anal sex with anal training kits. 
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We also have a great toy guides. Including some VERY in-depth guides on the best blowjob machine, the best cheap fleshlights, the most realistic dildos and the best dildos for men, our descriptive Fleshlight Launch review and OF COURSE… the best gay dildos 🙂

Basically, we have ALL the tips and guides you need to spice up your love live (whether solo, or with a partner).

If you have any questions, please reach out (or around) and say hi!
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CyberDear provides comprehensive and unbiased reviews of various sex toys. We receive compensation from the companies whose products we review through affiliate links. This means we receive a commission every time you purchase a product through one of our affiliate links. All of our reviews are written without commission rates being used as a ranking factor and all opinions expressed here are our own.Contact us: [email protected]
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